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Abstract
This article explores the All-Day Neighborhood Schools (ADNS) program, operated as a
partnership between the New York City Board of Education and local philanthropists
from 1936 to 1971. Designed to expand the resources available to children and parents,
the program included after-school activities, additional teachers, professional develop-
ment, social workers, and parent engagement at fourteen public elementary schools across
the city. Through a study of two program sites, I examine how this public-private partner-
ship functioned, and trace changes in the motivations of its leadership, from a focus on
recreation and democracy during World War II, to juvenile delinquency prevention, to
compensatory education. I argue that ADNS’s ability to transform public schooling in
New York City was limited by its separation from the rest of the school system, which
came about through its dependance on outside philanthropy and its consistent formula-
tion as a supplemental program rather than as a fundamental part of children’s education.
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A 1954 New York Times article shared photographs from two afternoon visits to pub-
lic schools designated as “All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” Public School (P.S.) 33 in
Chelsea and P.S. 63 in the Bronx. Describing the benefit to “door-key kids” whose
parents could not be home to supervise them after school, the article introduced
school-day and after-school environments that promoted creativity, responsibility,
and emotional expression.1 On that day, after the official school day had officially
ended, children at P.S. 33 danced in a circle on the floor, waving their hands freely
to a drumbeat. Another child monitored a table where she sold snacks to students
and collected money for the school. At P.S. 63 a group of seven-year-olds performed
a puppet show for kindergarteners, using homemade marionettes. These images com-
municated to the public aspects of schooling not often included in the history of edu-
cation in mid-century New York City, such as the existence of formal, supervised,
after-school programs and the use of school buildings for recreation and play.
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From 1936 to 1971, the All-Day Neighborhood Schools program (ADNS) created
a partnership between the New York City Board of Education and philanthropists to
extend the school day and expand the resources available to children and parents at
specific New York City public schools. The program began at one elementary school
in Chelsea and reached fourteen sites in the 1960s before it closed after the school
system decentralized in 1971. It had four components: recreational clubs in the school
building from 3 to 5 p.m., extra teachers during the day who could divide students
into smaller groups and provide professional development, social workers in each
school, and parent or community engagement.2 The program was founded by
Adele Franklin, a white, middle-class educator whose career began at a private ele-
mentary school in Manhattan. Franklin believed that the program’s power lay in
the coordination of resources so that a child’s experiences during and after school
would be connected, bringing school and community closer together.3 Why did
the Board of Education and its philanthropist supporters choose to invest in these
interventions, and why did they propose them for these specific schools? By examin-
ing the ideas about schooling, childhood, recreation, race, and philanthropy held by
its supporters, we can better understand the achievements and limits of the ADNS
program and the way it was implemented for some New York City children.

Despite the tangible resources that ADNS provided, the program was ultimately
unable to fully meet the needs of students and families and could not retain support
from the Board of Education. I argue that ADNS’s ability to transform public school-
ing in New York City was limited by its separation from the rest of the school system
through its dependance on outside philanthropy and its formulation as a supplemen-
tal program, which was a necessary arrangement owing to what the Board of
Education and city leaders identified as the supposed “cultural deficiencies” of
Black and Latinx families, rather than systemic inequities of the US educational sys-
tem. This analysis of the program’s goals, rhetoric, and activities helps build a better
understanding of how a group of mostly elite, white, and female New Yorkers
responded to their perception of children’s needs, and how that affected the oppor-
tunities available for various groups of children. As a case study of one specific pro-
gram, it speaks to patterns shared by many efforts undertaken by school districts,
reformers or policymakers, and community members to alleviate social problems
through public schools.4

The ADNS program has received little attention from historians studying educa-
tion in New York City. Extensive scholarship traces developments in the Board of
Education’s public school system and is especially focused, in the mid-twentieth

2Board of Education of the City of New York, “Extended School Services through the All-Day
Neighborhood Schools,” Curriculum Bulletin series no. 3 (Brooklyn, NY, 1947-1948), courtesy of The
Gottesman Libraries at Teachers College Columbia University.

3Adele Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools in the New York
City Public Schools” (EdD diss., New York University, 1954).

4David F. Labaree, “The Winning Ways of a Losing Strategy: Educationalizing Social Problems in the
United States,” Educational Theory 58, no. 4 (Nov. 2008), 447-60; Miriam Cohen, “Reconsidering
Schools and the American Welfare State,” History of Education Quarterly 45, no. 4 (Winter 2005),
511-37; Leah N. Gordon, “If Opportunity Is Not Enough: Coleman and His Critics in the Era of
Equality of Results,” History of Education Quarterly 57, no. 4 (Nov. 2017), 601-15.
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century, on racial segregation and the push for desegregation or community control
of schools.5 This body of literature asks how schools, parents, and communities have
thought about students or neighborhoods and have made decisions that perpetuated
or challenged an unequal system.6 Yet experimental programs, non-academic learn-
ing, and philanthropic partnerships are rarely the focus of these narratives.
Examination of ADNS shows that outside, supplementary programs both responded
to and participated in segregation and educational inequality through a level of power
that enabled them to frame problems and to provide needed resources. It also adds to
recent work on the significance of private funding in public education, which shows
that while public schools are often portrayed as neutral, democratic, government-
supported institutions, they have a long history of private philanthropy that brought
additional resources to those that already have the most, not to those in need.7 The
story of ADNS, however, shows that even philanthropy directed at schools with fewer
resources did not resolve inequality, and brought with it assumptions and conse-
quences that tempered the impact of the resources it provided.

The ADNS educational model brought together many key elements of Progressive
Era educational reforms, popular in the years roughly from 1890 to 1930: it promoted
learning through play, citizenship and group activities, and expanded use of school
buildings in the evenings. Historical scholarship on the Progressive Era places
these reforms alongside others that shaped the school system to be more centralized
and bureaucratic, responsible for providing social services, and a mechanism of state
authority.8 While describing the period as a moment of transformation, scholars
question the extent to which pedagogical or instructional changes persisted in public
schools.9 Enduring until 1971, ADNS outlasted many other experiments that allowed
for community use of the school in the evenings or promoted playgrounds and

5Diane Ravitch, The Great School Wars: A History of the New York City Public Schools (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2000); Ansley T. Erickson and Ernest Morrell, eds., Educating Harlem: A Century
of Schooling and Resistance in a Black Community (New York: Columbia University Press), 2019; Jerald
E. Podair, The Strike That Changed New York: Blacks, Whites, and the Ocean Hill-Brownsville Crisis
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002); Jonna Perrillo, Uncivil Rights: Teachers, Unions, and
Race in the Battle for School Equity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012); Heather Lewis,
New York City Public Schools from Brownsville to Bloomberg: Community Control and Its Legacy
(New York: Teachers College Press, 2013).

6One study that includes ADNS is Thomas F. Harbison, “Part of the Problem or Part of the Solution?
Harlem’s Public Schools, 1914-1954” (PhD diss., City University of New York, 2011).

7Erika M. Kitzmiller, “Public Schools, Private Dollars: An Education Arms Race,” Phi Kappa Phi Forum
99, no. 1 (Spring 2019), 14-17; Kitzmiller, The Roots of Educational Inequality: Philadelphia’s Germantown
High School, 1907-2014 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2021). On philanthropy shaping
public schools in the South, see Joan Malczewski, Building a New Educational State: Foundations,
Schools, and the American South (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016).

8David B. Tyack, The One Best System: A History of American Urban Education (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1974); Tracy Lynn Steffes, School, Society, and State: A New Education to
Govern Modern America, 1890-1940 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012); Herbert M. Kliebard,
The Struggle for the American Curriculum, 1893-1958 (New York: Routledge, 1995).

9Larry Cuban, How Teachers Taught: Constancy and Change in American Classrooms, 1890-1980
(New York: Longman, 1984).
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gardens as learning spaces.10 Its major programmatic features—after-school recrea-
tion, school-day resources, and community outreach—stayed the same over three
decades, making links between progressive reforms and emerging concerns in the
postwar era.11 Proponents continued to emphasize the coming together of school
and community, but the way they defined this relationship varied according to pop-
ular social concerns and changing ways of conceptualizing children, race, and city
neighborhoods.

At its biggest, ADNS expanded to fourteen schools in Manhattan, Brooklyn,
Queens, and the Bronx. While it only reached a small percentage of the hundreds
of New York City public elementary schools, this was still an important program
and one that merits study not only for the role it played in those neighborhoods,
but also for the model it provided to other organizations experimenting with supple-
mentary education. In this paper, I focus on the first two ADNS sites: P.S. 33 in
Chelsea (started in 1936) and P.S. 194 in Harlem (started in 1942). As the two orig-
inal locations, the stories of their development are key to understanding the central
beliefs of ADNS supporters. These were the schools in which each element of the pro-
gram was tested out and adapted, and which were most often publicized in ADNS
reports and in the press. In particular, the expansion to Harlem in 1942 highlights
choices and circumstances that kept the program categorized as supplemental rather
than fundamental. As ADNS grew, race and class remained central to its determina-
tion of how a public-private partnership could best support New York City children
and their schools.

The Creation of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools in Chelsea

In 1936, Clara Blitzer began imagining what would eventually become ADNS. Her
children attended the City and Country School, an independent private school that
emphasized learning through play and child-centered pedagogy.12 Blitzer believed
these progressive approaches could also benefit children in public schools, and
brought the idea to the City and Country School’s extension project, which helped
outside groups implement the school’s methods. Joined by other parents and teacher
Adele Franklin, the group sought out a school in which to begin their experiment.
They needed to find a supportive principal and a school building that could accom-
modate them. Franklin reached out to Ruth Hardy, the principal of P.S. 33 in Chelsea,
who quickly agreed to work with the group. Franklin and Hardy were both Barnard

10Michael C. Johanek and John Puckett, Leonard Covello and the Making of Benjamin Franklin High
School: Education As If Citizenship Mattered (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2007); William
J. Reese, Power and the Promise of School Reform: Grassroots Movements during the Progressive Era
(New York: Teachers College Press, 2002).

11Carl Suddler’s Presumed Criminal: Black Youth and the Justice System in Postwar New York (New York:
New York University Press, 2019) points to Progressive Era ideologies that persisted in the postwar youth
justice system in New York City, including an impulse to protect children that most often applied only to
white youth. Similarly, I find that Progressive Era ideas remained influential in supplementary education.

12Susan F. Semel, “The City and Country School: A Progressive Paradigm,” in “Schools of Tomorrow,”
Schools of Today: What Happened to Progressive Education, ed. Susan F. Semel and Alan R. Sadovnik
(New York: P. Lang, 1999), 121-40.
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College graduates who shared interests in progressive pedagogy and were excited to
partner with each other. They called the new experiment “the Chelsea Project.”13

In publicity materials and reports on the project, Franklin and others described
their intention to work in Chelsea, where most children were first- or
second-generation European immigrants and faced poverty in the crowded, tenement
neighborhood. In 1938, a survey completed by school administrators for the Board of
Education recorded that 27 percent of the 1,222 students at P.S. 33 were children of
white, US-born fathers and 27 percent were children of Italian fathers. The rest of the
students were born to other white European immigrant groups. Just 0.8 percent of
students were reported to be Black.14 Until immigration restrictions ended most
European immigration in 1924, Chelsea had been a popular location for arriving fam-
ilies, who came to work in the nearby shipping docks.15 The children with US-born
fathers were likely part of the large Irish community in Chelsea that formed in the
nineteenth century. The city’s white middle-class, especially urban reformers con-
cerned about public health and social ills they associated with poverty, considered
Chelsea to be a “slum” neighborhood.16 In articulating the need for the program,
Chelsea Project publications referred to P.S. 33 children as “shabby” foreigners
who “swarm the classrooms.”17 The founders of the Chelsea Project, like those
who established the playgrounds and settlement houses of the first decades of the
twentieth century, proposed an experimental program as an attempt to transform
city life by intervening in the lives of poor immigrant children, in this case by increas-
ing the time spent outside their homes.

The Chelsea Project brought recreation and progressive methods into the school
building, not only after school but in the school-day curriculum as well. Franklin’s
1954 graduate dissertation reflected significantly on this element of the program,
recording how after-school learning expanded P.S. 33 teachers’ understanding of
child development.18 Over the first two years of the Chelsea Project from 1936 to
1938, a model took shape that engaged teachers in new methods, with added support
from Franklin, who took a leave of absence from the City and Country School to work

13Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools”; Dorothy Woolf,
“The Chelsea School Project,” Barnard College Alumnae Monthly (June 1939), 8, accessed Dec. 15, 2020,
https://digitalcollections.barnard.edu/object/2676/barnard-college-alumnae-monthly-june-1939#page/10/
mode/2up.

141938 data is from Nationalities Statistics Surveys, 1931-1947, box 1, series 763, sub-group E.13,
New York City Board of Education Collection, Municipal Archives (hereafter BOE).

15Selma Cantor Berrol, The Empire City: New York and Its People, 1624-1996 (Westport, CT: Praeger,
1997); James Terence Fisher, On the Irish Waterfront: The Crusader, the Movie, and the Soul of the Port
of New York (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2009); Ronald H. Bayor and Timothy J. Meagher,
eds., The New York Irish (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996); Rhetta M. Arter, Living in
Chelsea: A Study of Human Relations in the Area Served by the Hudson Guild (New York: New York
Savings Bank, 1954).

16Lawrence J. McCaffrey, “Forging Forward and Looking Back,” in The New York Irish, ed. Ronald
H. Bayor and Timothy J. Meagher (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 217; Samuel
Zipp, Manhattan Projects: The Rise and Fall of Urban Renewal in Cold War New York (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010), 99.

17Public Education Association, “The Chelsea School Project: Semi-Annual Report,” New York City,
1938, folder 1, box 58, sub-series 10, series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.

18Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 90.
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at P.S. 33 full-time. She first instituted an after-school program staffed by the Works
Progress Administration. The students who stayed after school participated in danc-
ing, music, and field trips and played with toys such as blocks, tools, and sewing
materials. Although they were guided by adults, the freedom of choice was a key pri-
ority that served as a point of contrast to their school-day experience.19 According to
Franklin, by the third or fourth year the school-day teachers began to implement play
and child-centered lessons into their subjects as well. They started to ask her how to
teach beyond the three Rs (reading, writing, and arithmetic) and added dramatic play
and neighborhood walks.20 These interactions convinced Franklin that the connec-
tion between school-day and after-school learning was being realized at the
Chelsea School.

From its start, the Chelsea Project relied on private funding, although the space it
used was in a public school, and it would continue to center philanthropy as it
expanded. When early supporters of ADNS wanted more institutional backing for
their project at P.S. 33, they turned to the philanthropic Public Education
Association (PEA). The PEA was created in 1895 by women involved in municipal
reform, and it advocated for policies that expanded the school’s role in social welfare.
By 1938 the PEA supported P.S. 33 as one of its main projects and raised thousands
of dollars through grants and donations. Although members of the PEA talked about
the value of the Chelsea Project as part of the public system, and began working to
turn administrative roles over to the Board of Education, they retained power to influ-
ence it from outside.21 Agnes Benedict, a member who was involved with ADNS, later
called the PEA “a great leavening agent in introducing many improvements to
New York’s educational system.”22 Her description of this private organization as
the yeast that is vital to making bread rise conveys the PEA’s sense that philanthropy
and advocacy for new ideas caused change that would not otherwise be possible. As
the Board of Education took on more responsibility for the program, the PEA main-
tained a similar level of involvement.

The next transformation in the history of the Chelsea Project occurred in 1942
when it grew beyond P.S. 33 and became an official Board of Education project.23

The staff at P.S. 33, along with its supporters from the PEA, convinced the Board
to take on the Chelsea Project as a three-year experiment. At that time, they renamed
it the All-Day Neighborhood Schools.24 They continued at P.S. 33 and replicated the
program at P.S. 194 on West 144th Street in Harlem as a three-year demonstration
project, after which it would be evaluated. In making the program part of the public

19John Goldsmith, “What Children in an All-Day Neighborhood School Program See as the Differences
between Their Class and Club Experiences” (MA thesis, Columbia School of Social Work, 1954).

20Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 80, 97, 214; Adele
Franklin, “The All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” Annals of Political and Social Science 322, no. 1 (March
1959), 64-65.

21Sol Cohen, Progressives and Urban School Reform: The Public Education Association of New York City,
1895-1954 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1963), 169.

22Agnes E. Benedict, “How the Public Education Association Makes Possible Parent Participation in Our
Public Schools,” Parents’ Magazine 20, no. 4 (April 1945), 8b, 8d.

23Board of Education, “Extended School Services,” vi.
24Board of Education, “Education for Democracy: The All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” folder 262,

pamphlet box 30, box 8, series 753, sub-group E.13, BOE.
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school system, the Board of Education agreed to provide each participating school
with six additional teachers, who would report to school later in the mornings so
that they could stay until evening and work in the after-school program. The
Board also paid for a clerk for each of the schools, while the PEA funded Adele
Franklin’s role as director, as well as the roles of social worker, recreation specialist,
and resource teachers that were soon added.25

Teachers at P.S. 33, and in the new program at P.S. 194, faced some challenges get-
ting used to the new structure. At P.S. 33, the Board of Education involvement meant
that after-school recreation was led by newly hired “group teachers,” which some
school-day teachers initially saw as competition or as a sign that they were not
doing their jobs well. At P.S. 194, the staff struggled to quickly provide training
about the new program and to ensure that veterans and new hires maintained a con-
sistent approach with students.26 There were also new administrative needs, and dur-
ing the next year the Board of Education changed two policies, making it possible for
each program to have a junior school clerk assigned to it, and providing a greater
number of supervisors than other schools had.27 These reactions indicated the
ways that the program affected the entire school and required a significant shift
away from traditional school practices. In taking on an expanded role and responsi-
bility for the experiment, the Board of Education was influenced not only by the pos-
itive reviews of the program’s start in Chelsea, but also by the needs of the city during
World War II.

During World War II, ADNS’s function expanded as afternoon childcare grew
more significant. The war was a unique moment where mothers’ labor outside the
home became more accepted and the state took on limited responsibility for provid-
ing childcare.28 Although women’s employment had long been common, especially
among Black and working-class families, this was rarely acknowledged by reformers.
Even during the war, mothers were expected to stay home with their children if they
could, but new programs opened to aid those who could not. Because more women
were needed to support war industries, several innovations changed the opportunities
available to children and families. The federal government began to provide funding
for childcare centers through the Lanham Act and offered advice for schools to open
after-school activities through the Extended School Services program in the Office of
Education. New York also offered funding through the Child Care Committee of the
New York State War Council.29 It was in this environment that ADNS joined the
Board of Education, driven by temporary conditions related to the war.

ADNS publicity materials in this period reflected growing interest in after-school
as childcare, making it possible for working mothers to ensure the safety of their

25Public Education Association, “Annual Report 1943,” folder 8, box 18, sub-series 5, series 901, sub-
group E.18, BOE.

26Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 145.
27Journal of the Board of Education, Jan. 29, 1943, and June 23, 1943, series 116, sub-group E.1, BOE.
28Sonya Michel, Children’s Interests / Mothers’ Rights: The Shaping of America’s Child Care Policy (New

Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999); Elizabeth R. Rose, A Mother’s Job: The History of Day Care,
1890-1960 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).

29William M. Tuttle Jr., “Rosie the Riveter and Her Latchkey Children: What Americans Can Learn
about Child Day Care from the Second World War,” Child Welfare 74, no. 1 (Feb. 1995), 92-114.
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children in the afternoon hours. This had not been one of the cited aims of the pro-
gram in its first six years (although it is likely that many of the participants did have
mothers who worked outside the home), but became an important feature of the plan
and a way to justify its expansion.30 An article published on the second day of school
in 1942 prominently described ADNS as “Operated to aid children of women in war
work.” Adele Franklin participated in public conversations in New York City and
nationwide about the ways to meet needs regarding both childcare and education,
including, for example, speaking at a Central Harlem town meeting on day care at
the YWCA and publishing a book for federal and state policymakers on how to create
play centers.31 While recreation and the extension of school responsibility into the
after-school space had been part of Franklin’s philosophy prior to the war, she
seemed to understand that there was a new opening to convince others of its
importance.

World War II also helped ADNS refine its messaging about its benefit to children.
As it became an official part of the public schools during the war, the new demon-
stration program promised to benefit the country by helping its children. The first
Board of Education publication about the new project was titled “Education for
Democracy,” and it opened by stating that P.S. 33 was “the school of the future.
Tomorrow’s school—here, today, educating citizens, the little citizens who, now care-
free, will tomorrow be facing the gravest responsibilities anyone has ever had to face—
no less a task than helping rebuild the world after the great struggle has ended.”32

During World War II, supporters used language of “the future” to take Progressive
Era beliefs about education for citizenship and adjust them to their current
moment.33 As ADNS expanded to a new school in Harlem, they promoted after-
school programs as a means to instill democratic values and psychological health
in a moment of upheaval.

Bringing the All-Day Neighborhood School to Harlem

The Board of Education’s interest in ADNS and the extension of the program into
Harlem in 1942 responded not only to New Yorkers’ needs during World War II,
but also to neighborhood-specific conditions. Expanding to Harlem not only brought
the program to a new neighborhood, but also one with a long-standing Black com-
munity.34 As the ADNS program continued to grow to additional schools, it would

30Doris Bock, “A Study of the Play School Movement with an Interpretation of Its Probable Influence
upon Trends in Elementary School Practices” (PhD diss., New York University, 1951).

31Public Education Association, “Annual Report 1943”; “‘Town Meeting’ To Discuss Day Care for
Kids: Central Harlem Council for Community Planning Hold Open Meet at YWCA,” New York
Amsterdam News, April 21, 1945, 15A.

32Board of Education, “Education for Democracy,” BOE.
33Margaret S. Lewisohn, “Assails Reduction in School Budgets: Education Director Foresees Serious

Child Problems Arising in War Cities Rise in Delinquency.” New York Times, Nov 01, 1942, E9; Agnes
E. Benedict, “How the Public Education Association Makes Possible Parent Participation In Our Public
Schools.”

34For more on race and education in Harlem during the WWII and postwar period, see Erickson and
Morrell, Educating Harlem, and Gerald E. Markowitz and David Rosner, Children, Race, and Power:
Kenneth and Mamie Clark’s Northside Center (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1996).
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largely serve Black and Latinx children, a result of both shifts in the public school
population and choices about which neighborhoods to enter. In Harlem, advocates
of ADNS offered it as a solution in 1935 and again in 1943, when uprisings in
those years in response to police violence led to renewed conversations on the sys-
temic lack of educational resources for Harlem’s Black community. The Board of
Education chose experimentation and supplemental programming as a more imme-
diate fix to Harlem residents’ demands rather than holistic changes to the school
system.

P.S. 194’s student body consisted of children from the surrounding Central Harlem
area. In 1940 a school administrator reported student demographics by race and
nationality to the Board of Education, listing 1,029 African American students
whose fathers were born in the United States and 320 whose fathers were born in
the West Indies.35 Although it is not certain exactly where the zoning boundaries
for P.S. 194 would have been, a Columbia University social work student studying
ADNS in 1945 wrote that students lived in the area bounded by 142nd Street,
145th Street, Bradhurst Avenue, and Lenox Avenue. Much of Harlem, including
this area, faced poverty and deteriorating housing conditions, which had worsened
during the Great Depression.36 Racist housing policies, employment practices, and
school environments all affected this student population and their families.

There is not a clear record of how the Board of Education came to the decision
that the second demonstration project site should be located in Harlem, or how
P.S. 194 was chosen. Adele Franklin’s 1954 dissertation says only that the Board
saw “a challenge and an obligation” because of racial tensions and crowding in the
neighborhood. P.S. 194, as a newly built school, was meant to contrast with the
decades-old P.S. 33. It was also chosen because its new principal, Daniel Krane,
was interested and supportive. Krane had attended a settlement house program as
a child and had a personal interest in after-school activities.37 In addition, a group
called the City-Wide Citizens Committee on Harlem recommended the program
as part of its findings in a well-publicized report on improving conditions in the
neighborhood. Although ADNS was initially created outside of the context of
Harlem, its framing within this call for change and its rhetoric about school and com-
munity reflected community leaders’ opinions about how to support young people in
Harlem.

In 1941 a group of advocates came together to form the City-Wide Citizens
Committee on Harlem, with the goal of improving race relations and conditions in
the neighborhood, including the quality of education. Committee members had a
range of backgrounds, but most were well-known leaders and moderate reformers

351940 demographic data is from box 1, series 763, sub-group E.13, Nationalities Statistics Surveys,
1931-1947, BOE. For more on Harlem’s population and the relationship between school segregation and
residential segregation, see David Ment, “Patterns of Public School Segregation, 1900-1940: A
Comparative Study of New York City, New Rochelle, and New Haven,” in Schools in Cities: Consensus
and Conflict in American Educational History, ed. Ronald K. Goodenow and Diane Ravitch (New York:
Holmes & Meier, 1983), 67-110.

36Cheryl Lynn Greenberg, Or Does It Explode? Black Harlem in the Great Depression (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997).

37Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 138-39.
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interested in using their influence to gain concessions from city government.38 Like
other education reformers in Harlem who neglected to name systemic inequalities
or any discrimination in the schools, the Sub-Committee on Education and
Recreation’s 1942 report did not criticize the Board of Education, putting the
blame for educational challenges on Harlem residents. It did, however, act on
Harlem activists’ demands in advocating for a number of changes that would bring
increased resources: new schools and playgrounds, improvements to deteriorating
buildings, and reductions in class sizes. In line with trends in the 1940s, sub-
committee members also called for additional vocational high schools, instruction
in intercultural relations, and a system of psychological services. They also recom-
mended that P.S. 194 be designated an ADNS. Unlike their other recommendations,
this one had already been approved by the city at the time of the report’s publication,
with the new ADNS site set to begin operating at the start of the 1942 school year.

Committee members again connected ADNS to needs arising from World War II,
noting that the increase in working mothers in the absence of a program like ADNS
would lead to unsupervised children and juvenile delinquency. They hoped that the
program would be successful and would soon spread throughout Harlem. The com-
mittee’s report does not say how this recommendation came to be included, but it
may have been through sub-committee co-chair Frank E. Karelson Jr., who was
also the vice president of the PEA and therefore already a supporter.39 The
City-Wide Citizens Committee on Harlem had encouraged this significant change
for P.S. 194, leaving it up to teachers, staff, volunteers, parents, and students to pre-
serve and expand it in the years to come.

When P.S. 194 became an ADNS site in 1942, the school was only two years old.
Opened in 1940 after two years of construction, P.S. 194 was one of a few new schools
to be built in Harlem after 1935, responding to pressure over serious overcrowding in
classrooms that reached a height in the 1930s.40 In an Amsterdam News article
announcing the approval of its funding, Gertrude Ayer, principal of P.S. 24 in
Harlem and the first Black female principal in New York City, said, “It has taken
our community a long time to convince the Board of Education and the members
of the Board of Estimate that whatever may be true of Manhattan and its declining
population is not the case with Harlem. Our community is one of growing population
and additional school and recreational facilities should and must be provided to meet
our expanding needs.”41 P.S. 194 opened and became an ADNS site amid debate
among activists, educators, families, and city officials about racism in the school sys-
tem and the future of schooling in Harlem.

38Lauri Johnson, “‘Educating for Democratic Living’: The City-Wide Citizens’ Committee on Harlem,
1941-1947,” Social and Education History 6, no. 3 (Oct. 2017), 261-89; Report of the Sub-Committee on
Education and Recreation of the City-Wide Citizens’ Committee on Harlem (New York, 1942),
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Research and Reference, New York Public Library.

39Public Education Association, “The Chelsea School Project: Semi-Annual Report,” New York City,
1938, folder 1, box 58, sub-series 10, series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.

40A. M. Wendell Malliet, “Harlem’s School Situation Compared with 1935 Study,” New York Amsterdam
News (1943-1961), Oct. 23, 1943, 4.

41“Pupils Are Slated to Get 4,606 More Seats: Approve Two New Schools for Harlem Include
Appropriation for Erection in 1938 Program,” New York Amsterdam News, Dec. 18, 1937, 6.
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As Ayer expressed, the school’s existence itself was in response to years of activism
by Black parents and community members pushing for improvements to Harlem’s
schools. The new schools that the Board of Education built in the 1940s, like P.S.
194, were the result of pressure for change and hope for a better system. Harlem’s
youth population needed strong schools as well as other ways to develop through
play, learning, and community. Advocates for ADNS and other educational reforms
in Harlem stressed the lack of recreational activities for youth and concern that free
time “in the streets” led to crime and delinquency.42 They proposed recreational after-
school spaces for supervised learning as a new solution to the problems identified by
both activists and officials.

While it may have been true for many children that they needed more options for
recreation (for example, there was not a full playground at P.S. 194 until 1967), there
were many existing institutions in Harlem that already offered activities outside of
school.43 Kevin McGruder writes that the establishment of educational and recrea-
tional spaces was one way that the emerging Black community in Harlem sought
“to form a community of some permanence that [it] hoped would thrive.”44 In the
early twentieth century, Harlem residents established their own youth institutions
in the face of exclusion from other organizations. These included the Harlem
branches of the YMCA and YWCA, which began to serve children as well as adults
by the 1930s.45 Other children participated in private athletic clubs, glee clubs, and
drama clubs, such as those at St. Philip’s Episcopal Church.46 There were also
other instances of school-based community activities, such as an Activity Program
at P.S. 24 created by Principal Gertrude Ayer.47 While these institutions offered varied
opportunities for youth engagement outside of school, they had limited resources and
could not be available to all children in Harlem. By claiming to constitute a new inter-
vention, ADNS ignored other community programs already a part of Harlem. ADNS
would provide another option for needed childcare and education, yet this would not
amount to a systemic change to the neighborhood.

As the 1942 school year began, the ADNS, having opened two program sites and
seeking to use the institutional backing of the Board of Education to expand further,
took on a more permanent form. A key goal program partners maintained from the
start was to bridge “home and school.” By 1947 this was solidified as a primary facet
of the ADNS educational model, so the full program included: school-day enrich-
ment, an after-school program, and “the setting up of closer
home-school-neighborhood relationships.”48 This goal was significant because the

42Board of Education, “Extended School Services.”
43Journal of the Board of Education, Oct. 18, 1967, 1276-1277, series 116, sub-group E.1, BOE.
44Kevin McGruder, Race and Real Estate: Conflict and Cooperation in Harlem, 1890-1920 (New York:

Columbia University Press, 2015), 5.
45Judith Weisenfeld, African American Women and Christian Activism: New York’s Black YWCA,

1905-1945 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997), 185.
46McGruder, Race and Real Estate, 133.
47Lauri Johnson, “A Generation of Women Activists: African American Female Educators in Harlem,

1930-1950,” Journal of African American History 89, no. 3 (Summer 2004), 230; McGruder, Race and
Real Estate, 142.

48Board of Education, “Extended School Services.”
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Board of Education had long set apart poor, immigrant children of color from their
home communities by arguing that these children faced poverty, violence, and weak
family ties that led to academic failure.49 The ADNS model expressed support for
“community,” but as an organization built and funded from outside Harlem, it was
not certain what that community would mean at P.S. 194. The two main groups
that ADNS began to include in the school community were parents and donors,
each with a different role to play.

In 1945, P.S. 194 was the first ADNS site to hire a community worker. The PEA
wanted to institute the position at each school, but since the PEA had received fund-
ing for just one worker through a grant from the Greater New York Fund, only
Harlem was assigned one.50 ADNS administrators based this choice on their sense
that there was more of a gap between teachers and families in Harlem than in
Chelsea.51 They found that since P.S. 33 had been part of the program for longer, par-
ents had already established their own committee in 1938 and were more regularly
active.52 The community worker opened up a parent room at P.S. 194 to lead meet-
ings and provide informal space for interaction. They served as a liaison between
school and neighborhood families, administrators, donors, and other local institu-
tions. Over time, their work involved more event planning and networking with out-
side organizations in the neighborhood as well.53 In particular, PEA supporters
hoped that the new role would help parents and teachers communicate better and
understand one another. The community worker’s presence was a very tangible
attempt to disrupt harmful patterns in Harlem public schools and reach out to par-
ents, but one that was not meant to change teacher hiring or placement practices.

Little information is available about the first series of community workers at P.S.
194 or how they approached the job. Later, in the 1960s, this role was held by Louise
Gaither, a Black woman who grew up in Harlem and attended Harlem’s Wadleigh
High School, before pursuing degrees at Hunter College and Teachers College and
becoming a public school teacher. Later in her career, she worked at P.S. 194 and
was also the chair of the District 5 Community School Board.54 When Gaither
received an award for her work in 1976, the Baltimore Afro-American reported
that Mrs. Gaither said of her experience of education in Harlem, “I would like to
pay tribute to the women I met through the school system. I learned more from

49Perrillo, Uncivil Rights, 27-31; Michael B. Katz, Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools: The Illusion of
Educational Change in America (New York: Praeger, 1975).

50Public Education Association, “Annual Report 1945,” folder 5, box 18, sub-series 5, series 901, sub-
group E.18, BOE.

51One reason for this gap was the small percentage of Black teachers. See Christina Collins, “Ethnically
Qualified”: Race, Merit, and the Selection of Urban Teachers, 1920-1980 (New York: Teachers College Press,
2011); Bethany L. Rodgers and Terrenda C. White, “Teaching Harlem: Black Teachers and the Changing
Educational Landscape of Twenty-First Century Harlem,” in Erickson and Morrell, Educating Harlem,
298-327.

52Adele Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 126.
53“Duties of the School-Community Consultant in the All-Day Neighborhood School,” 1965, box 53,

series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.
54Tau Omega Chapter et al., The Legacy of the Pacesetters of Tau Omega Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority, Inc: A History of Timeless Service to the Harlem Community and Beyond (Bloomington, IN:
Author House, 2014), 61.
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the parents and mothers—they are the unsung people of Harlem. . . . I admit there are
many problems, but the greatest asset we have are the children.”55 Gaither’s familiar-
ity and respect for the mothers she encountered stands in contrast to the relationships
that other staff members, who lacked Gaither’s shared racial identity with and links to
the neighborhood community, would likely have had.

The P.S. 194 community worker helped parents find opportunities to participate in
their children’s school, such as through parent committees and volunteer days. They
planned special events and led a 1954 plan to have parent volunteers supervise lunch-
time.56 ADNS staff hoped that these regular interactions would improve distant,
sometimes acrimonious, relationships between parents and teachers and would
increase continuity between school and the rest of students’ lives. Parents volunteered
to run the Saturday Theater Program, which brought free or cheap theater perfor-
mances to public schools in New York City on the weekends. The program ran
through grants to the ADNS Committee of the PEA. Parents arranged the logistics,
advertised, acquired cooperation from other community groups, and provided teach-
ers with educational materials to support learning from the plays. P.S. 194 was regu-
larly a part of the program, hosting plays four times a year.57 Events that took place
outside the classroom made space for parent involvement that did not exist in the
teachers’ classroom domain. The resources that made them possible, including the
community worker salary and supplies for events, were all funded through donations
from the PEA and community members and were not available in yearly budgets
unless the money was raised. Thus community events remained one of the most pre-
carious elements of ADNS activities.

When leaders of ADNS spoke about “community,” they referred not only to the stu-
dents and families attending each school, but also to the donors that sustained the pro-
gram financially. Each school had a citizens committee of volunteers, which included a
few teachers but was largely supported by volunteers or philanthropists with an interest
in the school’s neighborhood. Groups took on activities that included park clean-ups,
volunteering at field trips, and sponsoring special events.58 Each year, the Citizens
Committee of ADNS P.S. 194 sponsored a “Cinderella Ball,” where young women
competed to be named “Miss Cinderella.” Members sold tickets to raise money and
spread awareness. Most of this funding went to keeping P.S. 194 open during the
summer.59 The Citizens Committee for P.S. 194 remained a consistent supporter but
was only minimally involved in day-to-day activities. This private funding gave P.S.
194 additional advantages compared with other elementary schools in Harlem.

ADNS’s definition of community prioritized contributions of wealthy, connected
individuals. Although they were described as local community members, some did

55“AKA Chapter Founder Cited for Community Work,” Baltimore Afro-American, Sept. 18, 1976, 12.
56“Duties of the School-Community Consultant in the All-Day Neighborhood School, ” 1965; “Eat All

Your Lunch Junior, Ma’s Here,” New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 6, 1954, 7.
57“Saturday Theater for Children,” folder 38, box 52, series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.
58Matilda Salpeter, “Statement of the Committee for the All-Day Neighborhood Schools of the Public

Education Association at a Public Hearing before the Board of Education on the Budget Estimate for
1966-1967,” folder 13, box 58, sub-series 10, series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.

59“Cinderella Ball to Benefit Summer All Day Neighborhood School Project,” New York Amsterdam
News (1943-1961), June 19, 1954, 9.
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not live in Harlem, and they did not represent the school’s population. Furthermore,
program administrators described the Citizens Committees as innovative and ignored
the way that community members were already engaged in education in the neigh-
borhood. Both Black members and white members made up the committee, and
many were involved in other philanthropic or social groups. Some lived in Harlem,
while others lived in adjacent neighborhoods such as the Upper West Side.60 The
committee also included current or former teachers and administrators from P.S.
194. Although parents and other Harlem residents had some other means of partic-
ipating in school life at P.S. 194, such as the Parents Association, their voices were not
as seamlessly integrated into the ADNS’s advocacy.

In addition to the committees set up for each school, supporters of ADNS created
a City-Wide Citizens Committee in 1950. This group promoted ADNS to the public,
and to city officials who might provide funds to expand it. They enlisted experts in
education and child development to support the project and publicize it. They
began assembling another group of supporters in 1948 after the Board of
Education’s budget director had cut a budget item, added by the superintendent,
that would have expanded ADNS to new sites. The group found success a few
years later at a meeting they had over tea, at which they spoke with Brooklyn educa-
tors who then brought news about the program to city officials. In 1954, the city
extended the program to P.S. 142 and P.S. 144 in Brooklyn.61 Later, the committee
fought against proposed budget cuts in the 1960s by speaking at hearings and writing
letters.62 These instances illustrate the key role the Citizens Committee played in sus-
taining ADNS. In order to succeed, ADNS promoted a vision for public education
that prioritized expert leadership and philanthropic wealth.

Despite having the backing of so many types of supporters, the ADNS program’s
existence remained uncertain. Teachers, staff, families, and donors all invested money
and effort in the fundraising and advocacy that was so crucial for a supplemental pro-
gram sustained through public-private partnership. Each year ADNS committees
wrote letters and spoke at hearings to call for more Board of Education funding,
while also using newspapers, letter-writing, and special events to appeal to the public
for donations. In the 1950s, they asked for support through references to juvenile
delinquency, which relied on negative portrayals of children and the care they
received in their homes to make the case for more resources. Although the fear of
rising delinquency applied to children of all races and backgrounds, during this
period Black and Latinx children were most often criminalized, punished, or sent

60Letter from the Citizens Committee of All Day Neighborhood School P.S. 194 to Max Rubin, 1963,
folder 224, box 22, series 379, sub-group E.8, BOE. I conducted a search for each member listed using
1940 census data on ancestry.com and ProQuest Historical Newspapers. I was able to identify only twelve
of the thirty-two committee members. Seven of these were white and lived on the Upper West Side, such as
sisters Vera and Elsie Stein (Vera was the assistant principal of P.S. 194 for many years) and husband and
wife Lesem and Rita Bach (Lesem had a high-paying job in the textile industry). Upper-class Black Harlem
residents on the committee included Alroy Rivers, wife of Francis Rivers, the first Black judge on the
New York City Civil Court.

61Adele Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 183-86.
62Salpeter, “Statement of the Committee for the All-Day Neighborhood Schools.”
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to separate schools after being labeled as delinquent.63 At the same time, New York
City schools were increasingly minoritized as a result of migration from the South
and from Puerto Rico, as well as housing policies that aided white families in moving
out of the city and its schools. Indeed, as ADNS expanded, it added new sites in
neighborhoods with significant Black and Latinx populations, including East
Harlem, Central Brooklyn, and Morrisania in the Bronx.

Although ADNS publications rarely mentioned race, the organization participated
in conversations about juvenile delinquency that contributed to the criminalization of
Black childhood.64 As ADNS advocates praised the difference the program could
make for New York City children, it also described their home lives as deficient,
and presumed these “deficiencies” would lead to problematic behavior at school
were it not for intervention. Adele Franklin’s description of the project in her disser-
tation suggests that she strategically aligned the program with anti-delinquency efforts
to gain support.65 She acknowledged that the expansion she pushed for over decades
only came to fruition because of popular fears about young people.

ADNS’s efforts to prevent juvenile delinquency rested on claims about families
that appear counter to the program’s desire to engage parents as partners in children’s
learning and school activities. At the same time that the ADNS model proposed two-
way communication between teachers and parents, advocates also portrayed home
communities as the source of children’s problems, without acknowledging the role
of their schools. They reported ADNS’s success in aiding “culturally impoverished
children . . . who sometimes resist and disrupt the school process.”66 In an article
for the journal Crime and Delinquency, Franklin highlighted a six-year-old girl
who “fought with the children and created disturbances by shouting or running
around.” When the school originally tried to help her, it faced a “lack of cooperation
from the home,” but only ADNS could bridge the gap and help her succeed in
school.67 As Franklin made these statements, she continued to uphold solutions
that were compassionate and enriching for children—program elements that origi-
nated with her work at a wealthy private school—and with the belief that they
would benefit every child in the city. And yet, by the 1950s, ADNS was no longer
described as a realization of the full potential of schools in providing support to
their students, but rather as a supplementary program needed for specific
communities.

ADNS’s work in Black and Latinx neighborhoods did little to question racialized
power dynamics, even as the program sought to engage the community. By bringing
children and families into greater contact with the school, as they spent more time
and received more services there, the program also created the potential for increased

63Judith Kafka, “Disciplining Youth, Disciplining Women: Motherhood, Delinquency, and Race in
Postwar American Schooling,” Educational Studies 44, no. 3 (Dec. 2008), 197-221; Julia Grant, The Boy
Problem: Educating Boys in Urban America, 1870-1970 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2014).

64Suddler’s Presumed Criminal shows that one result of the criminalization of Black childhood in the
mid-twentieth century was a profusion of out-of-school activities designed to shape children’s behavior.

65Franklin, “The History and Development of the All-Day Neighborhood Schools,” 187.
66Adele Franklin, “The All-Day Neighborhood Schools: Their Role in Delinquency Prevention,” Crime

and Delinquency 7, no. 3 (July 1961), 255-62.
67Franklin, “The All-Day Neighborhood Schools: Their Role in Delinquency Prevention,” 259.
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surveillance of families. One story published in Parents’ Magazine in 1963 boasted
about the way an ADNS group teacher responded to a Black boy’s complaint
about an incident in which his brother was wrongly accused of a crime by the police.
In response, the teacher invited local police to the school to explain their role and
invite the boy to participate in the Police Athletic League.68 As Carl Suddler has
argued, the Police Athletic League functioned to criminalize Black youth by increas-
ing surveillance and defining their non-supervised activities as delinquent.69 Even as
they sought to cultivate community, the largely white staff, in their daily routine and
interactions and through their knowledge and beliefs, had the potential to harm chil-
dren and families.

In the 1960s, ADNS joined emerging conversations among city educators about
“cultural deprivation” and “compensatory education.” Like national policymakers,
teachers and administrators used the myth of cultural deprivation to suggest that
the differences in academic achievement among mostly white and mostly Black
schools, or between schools with wealthier and poorer populations, were the product
of environmental factors in children’s homes and neighborhoods. Although this idea
represented an important shift away from attributing differences to genetic factors,
many still found it harmful because it implied the inferiority of Black culture and
home life, placed blame on those living in poverty, and masked the impact of factors
related to the schools themselves.70 Proponents of ADNS widely publicized one such
document, an evaluation of ADNS by sociologist Patricia Sexton that called it a “pro-
gram for culturally deprived children.”71 While other parents and activists fought to
disprove cultural deprivation theories and show how they were used to sustain segre-
gation (as demonstrated, for example, in the 1958 boycott of three Harlem junior high
schools organized by nine mothers), ADNS administrators did not engage in this
struggle.72 Their plans for students and schools remained centered on their own activ-
ities without engaging in systemic education reform and without joining in the strug-
gles that parents defined as important.

Negative beliefs about children and families spurred the Board of Education to
sponsor new ancillary programs, called “compensatory education,” that could com-
pensate for supposed deficiencies. Although ADNS was much older than these pro-
grams, it fit well into the logic of compensatory education, which prescribed

68Rae O. Dudley, “Prejudice Hurts Everyone: A Sensitive Appraisal by a Negro Leader and Educator,
Wife of Manhattan’s Borough President,” Parents’ Magazine and Better Homemaking 38, no. 2 (1963),
72-73, 88, 90, 92.

69Suddler, Presumed Criminal.
70Sylvia Martinez and John Rury, “From ‘Culturally Deprived’ to ‘At Risk’: The Politics of Popular

Expression and Educational Inequality in the United States, 1960-1985,” Teachers College Record 114,
no. 6 (June 2012), https://doi.org/10.1177/016146811211400605.

71Patricia Sexton, “An Assessment of the All-Day Neighborhood School Program for Culturally
Deprived Children,” 1965, folder 9, box 52, series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.

72For more on the campaigns that emerged for equal education for Black students, and the way they
reshaped messages about Black children and their schools, see Adina Back, “Exposing the ‘Whole
Segregation Myth’: The Harlem Nine and New York City’s School Desegregation Battles,” in Freedom
North: Black Freedom Struggles outside the South, 1940-1980, ed. Jeanne Theoharis and Komozi
Woodard (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 65-92; Barbara Ransby, Ella Baker and the Black
Freedom Movement: A Radical Democratic Vision (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003).
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supplemental programs and activities to help students who were not succeeding in
school. Experts like Edmund Gordon, an influential Black psychology professor
who published Compensatory Education for the Disadvantaged in 1966, wrote
about the program as a model example for new endeavors to follow.73 Harlem com-
munity leaders protested against some of the new compensatory education programs
of the 1960s, arguing that they were inadequate solutions to racism in schools. These
solutions framed inequality as the results of student deficiencies, rather than discrim-
ination in the school system itself.74 Activists pointed out that administrators were
much more likely to agree to add a new program to a school than to acknowledge
the need for desegregation or educational equity. However, there is no record of crit-
icism specifically naming ADNS.

One of the new programs that Harlem community groups criticized was Higher
Horizons, modeled on a 1956 experiment at Junior High School 43 conducted by
Harlem’s Northside Center. This program provided students with guidance counsel-
ing, smaller classes, remedial instruction, special activities, and events to engage par-
ents. Three years later, the Board of Education took over the program. It immediately
brought Higher Horizons to about fifty schools. The funding per student declined,
and the expanded program was not considered successful by parents or journalists
(though the Board of Education claimed success when the program closed a few
years later).75 This trajectory differs from that of ADNS, which expanded slowly
and only after achieving community and staff support in each of its schools, even
though it was run by people from outside the neighborhoods in which it worked.

The fact that two activists who were part of New York City’s struggles for integra-
tion and community control of schools showed support for ADNS confirms that, at
least for some, the program had a positive daily impact on the children it served, even
when it shared spaces with more harmful projects. Preston Wilcox, a social worker
and activist, wrote, “ADNS has been trying to say something for years—pre-1954,
pre-name game programs (‘Higher Horizons,’ ‘Special Services,’ ‘More Effective,’
etc., etc., pre-Open Enrollment; pre-School Boycott and the like)—that large numbers
of us did not want to believe was possible, particularly the Board of Education. ADNS
has been able to demonstrate its commitment that minority group youth are people—
a strange and weird idea in the best and most learned circles.”76 Ellen Lurie, a parent
organizer, echoed these thoughts, praising the genuine involvement of parents and
the love teachers showed students.77 Their supportive praise for ADNS provide

73Edmund W. Gordon, Compensatory Education for the Disadvantaged: Programs and Practices,
Preschool through College (New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1966).

74Harbison, “Part of the Problem or Part of the Solution?,” 107; Barbara Beatty, “Rethinking
Compensatory Education: Historical Perspectives on Race, Class, Culture, Language, and the Discourse
of the Disadvantaged Child,” Teachers College Record 114, no. 11 (Nov. 2012), 1-11.

75Fred M. Hechinger, “Education: Curtain for Higher Horizons,” New York Times, July 10, 1966, 149;
Markowitz and Rosner, Children, Race, and Power, 113; Harbison, “Part of the Problem or Part of the
Solution?,” 201.

76Letter from Preston R. Wilcox to Adele Franklin, Jan. 24, 1966, folder 5, box 1, series 385, sub-group
E.8, BOE.

77Letter from Ellen Lurie to the New York Herald Tribune, Jan. 24, 1966, folder 5, box 1, series 385, sub-
group E.8, BOE.
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evidence of the daily benefit to children that coexisted with conflicting rhetoric from
the organization.

Spurred by educators’ and administrators’ excitement over new experiments,
ADNS was joined in public schools by a number of new organizations. In neighbor-
hoods like Harlem, the community began to face an ironic combination of a lack of
resources and an abundance of competing programs. ADNS struggled to compete
with new programs fighting for the same Board of Education funding. In 1967, the
Board of Education announced a committee to study existing experiments in elemen-
tary schools and develop a new program that would improve upon them. Led by
Professor Edmund Gordon, the group developed a plan called the Experimental
Elementary Program. Over four years, designated schools would share $10 million
to “enrich the program and extend the school day.”78 The Experimental
Elementary Program was influenced by ADNS as well as More Effective Schools, a
program designed by the United Federation of Teachers. Matilda Salpeter, who was
a member of the City-Wide Citizens Committee for the ADNS, unsuccessfully peti-
tioned Gordon to write ADNS into the plan.79 The ADNS program continued at a
reduced number of schools for two more years but was officially cut from the
newly decentralized Board of Education’s budget in 1971. Ultimately, interest in com-
pensatory education, to which ADNS had contributed, led to it being pushed out by
new programs.

To understand the history of learning opportunities in New York City and the
range of functions the Board of Education embraced over time, we must include pro-
grams, like ADNS, that remained at the system’s periphery. Despite its small size,
ADNS had a daily impact on the lives of the children who attended each of its
schools, encountering child-centered curriculum, caring adult-child relationships,
supports for students and parents, and after-school supervised recreation. Like today’s
community schools, it developed a model that expanded the boundaries of the school
to connect children’s academic, social, and physical needs. Yet, while program activ-
ities asserted that parents and communities were valuable resources, the writers of
publicity materials for the Board of Education and the PEA relied on negative por-
trayals of children, homes, and neighborhoods to justify the program and explain
it to potential donors. This contradiction has remained common among educational
programs, particularly those that do not include parents as key decision-makers.

The story of ADNS prompts us to consider what programs and opportunities are
considered educational experiments, for whom, and why? The Board of Education
kept ADNS small because they understood it as a costly solution to problems inherent
to certain children or neighborhoods, not as a part of the schools’ central role.
Without full support, ADNS was reliant on private donations and grants, which
could not consistently support schools at the level that was needed. The program
existed as long as it did because of a group of experimenters—white educators and

78Board of Education Press Release, Feb. 1, 1968, folder 12, box 52 series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE;
Letter from Adele Franklin to Joseph Monserrat, Oct. 9, 1969, folder 13, box 42, series 901, sub-group
E.18, BOE.

79Letter from Edmund Gordon to Matilda Salpeter, March 8, 1968, folder 12, box 52, series 901, sub-
group E.18; Meeting Minutes of the Committee for the All-Day Neighborhood Schools, June 11, 1969,
folder 13, box 42, series 901, sub-group E.18, BOE.
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philanthropists—who chose which schools to focus on, and shaped the conversation
about how children should spend their time. As illustrated by P.S. 194, the motiva-
tions of ADNS shifted over the decades from a focus on recreation and democracy
during World War II, to juvenile delinquency prevention, to compensatory education.
Throughout these shifts, the influence from philanthropists and volunteers distanced
ADNS both from the communities it served and from the city administrators who
had the power to sustain it.
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